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Abstract 

We study complexity of type reconstruction with subtypes. As proved recently, this problem 
is polynomially equivalent to checking satisfiability of systems of inequalities. Therefore we 
concentrate on the latter problem and prove that for TC-feasible posets it is in P. Further we 
propose alternation as a framework suitable for presenting and explaining the aforementioned 
complexity for various classes of underlying subtype relation. @ 1999-Elsevier Science B.V. 
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0. Introduction 

This article discusses various aspects of a single decision problem: satisfiability of 

subtype inequalities (abbreviated SSI). This problem, by itself interesting and presenting 

numerous challenges, is very closely related to many type reconstruction problems. The 

reader is referred to John Mitchell’s papers [13, 141 for introduction to that area as well 

as the basic reduction of the original problem of type reconstruction to the problem of 

poset satisfiability. 

Recent results of Hoang and Mitchell [IO] show that the problem of Type Recon- 

struction with Subtyping (TRS) is polynomial-time equivalent to the problem of Satis- 

fiability of Subtype inequalities (SSI). So now the latter problem, as the only known 

algebraic equivalent of the former, gains importance in the study of foundations of 

programming languages involving subtyping. 

In connection with SSI problem, its special case called FLAT-SSI was considered by 

many authors [3, 12, 17,23,25]. The latter is equivalent to the retractability problem, 

known from the theory of partial orders [7,15]. The purpose of the research was to 

provide some kind of ‘taxonomy’ amongst posets, having in mind the complexity of 
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satisfiability-checking. Even though a lot of research have been going on in the area of 

retractability [18-221 and structure theory of partial orders in general [6-8,111, there 

is so far no such classification. The problem of FLAT-SSI attracted research interests 

mainly as an ‘attack route’ towards the general SSI problem, and thus towards the 

problem of type reconstruction with subtyping. The aim of this paper is to establish 

further links between SSI and FLAT-SSI. Sections 2 and 3 show that for posets for 

which feasibility of FLAT-SSI is witnessed by formulae of transitive closure logic, SSI 

is feasible too. Section 4 shows that for posets for which FLAT-SSI is NP-complete 

(wrt some class of reductions), SSI is PSPACE complete. It also proposes alternation 

as the framework within which relations between complexity of FLAT-SSI and SSI 

can be explained. 

1. Preliminaries 

Assuming we have already defined a subtype ordering, the simplest way to extend 

simple-typed lambda-calculus with subtyping is just to add the subsumption rule to the 

original system: 

EU{x:z}kx:z 

EkM:r+p EtN:z 

Et(MN):p 

Eu{x:z}I-M:p 

A t- (2.x.M) : z + p 

EI-M::ktzbp 

EtM:p 

John C. Mitchell in his seminal paper [ 131 presented a reduction of typability in this 

system to SSI, thus showing its decidability (it is easy to construct a naive algorithm 

solving SSI in nondeterministic exponential time). Later, Hoang and Mitchell [lo] 

showed that typability in this system is equivalent to SSI. The remainder of this section 

presents the latter problem as well as notions and problems pertinent to it. 

1.1. Subtype inequalities 

Let Q be a finite poset. The elements of Q are constant symbols of the signature 

which in addition contains a binary operation symbol --+. Let 5~ be the term algebra 

over this signature. The carrier of YQ is partially ordered by extending the order from 

Q to all terms by the rule 

r1 <t1 t2 <r2 

C~I + t2)GCrl + r21) 
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Fig. l(b). Poset R. 

A system C of inequalities is a finite set of formulas of the form 

c = {r, 6Pl ,...,r,~Pn), 

where r’s and p’s are terms over the above signature with variables from a set V. C 

is said to be flat if every term in C is of size 1, i.e. it is either a constant symbol or 

a variable. C is said to be satisjable in YQ if there is a valuation v : V + .$j such 

that zi[v]<pi[v] holds in YQ for all i. 

Satisfiability of Subtype Inequalities (SSI) is the following problem: given a system 

of inequalities C, decide whether it is satisfiable (the poset Q is considered to be fixed, 

rather then a part of the problem). 

Similarly, FLAT-SSI is the problem of deciding whether given flat system of in- 

equalities is decidable. 

For example take Q = Qi as in Fig. 1 (a), and consider the inequalities x d 0, x d y, 

y <z. Assigning either 1 or 2 to x would falsify x < 0, whence x = 0 in any satisfying 

assignment. Since 0 < 2 does not hold in Q, y and z must each be either 0 or 1. Of these 

four possibilities, y <z rules out y = 1,z = 0, and the remaining three assignments are 

all satisfying assignments. Hence, this set of inequalities is Q-satisfiable, in three ways. 

1.2. Retractions and obstacles 

Let Q and R be posets. We say that R extends Q if Q is a subposet of R. We say 

that R retracts to Q (R D Q) if there exists an order preserving and idempotent (i.e. 

such that f o f = f) map f : R --+ Q. 
The problem of Q-retractability is defined as follows: given R 2 Q, does R retract 

to Q? 

The example above of Q-satisfiability has an evident reformulation as a Q-retract- 

ability problem. We extend Qi to R by adjoining to Qi the variables x, y,z treated as 

new points, ordered as in the inequalities, as shown in Fig. l(b). 

The following theorem, due to Pratt and Tiuryn, relates retractability and 

satisfiability: 
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Theorem 1 (Pratt and Tiuryn [12]). Q-FLAT-W2 is polynomial-time equivalent to 

the P-retractibility problem. 

Proof. To reduce the Q-retractibility problem to Q-FLAT-SSI, translate the given ex- 

tension R of Q to a set of inequalities by taking the set of variables to be R - Q and 

taking the set of inequalities to be the graph of R, i.e. all q <q’ holding in R. Then R 

retracts to Q if and only if the set of inequalities is simultaneously satisfiable in Q. 

To reduce Q-FLAT-SSI to Q-retractibility, translate the given set of inequalities to an 

extension R of Q whose non-Q elements are the variables appearing in the inequalities, 

ordered according to the reflexive transitive closure of the given inequalities. R is a 

preordered set: reflexive and transitive but not necessarily antisymmetric. Identify all 

equivalent elements, those pairs x, y such that x < y <x. (This extension might not be 

conservative, in the sense that for some p # q E Q, p <q might hold in R but not in 

Q, in which case R cannot retract to Q.) The given inequalities are then satisfiable in 

Q if and only if R retracts to Q. 

In the same paper, Pratt and Tiuryn introduce the notion of an obstacle to retractabil- 

ity - a property of a larger poset which prevents it from retracting onto another one. 

An obstacle is called complete for Q if R retracts to Q whenever R does not satisfy 

it. For example, let Q extend PI (depicted on the Fig. la). Q retracts to PI iff {0,2} 

has no lower bound in Q. This obstacle can be expressed with the formula 

%.(x<OAx62). 

In the mentioned paper, they discuss a class of posets (which they call TC-feasible) 

for which complete obstacles can be expressed by formulae of logic with a transitive 

closure operator. In the first part of this article we show that for such posets SSI can 

be decided in polynomial time. 

This is a generalization of [3], where we discussed other kind of obstacles, complete 

for the class of Helly posets, which we consider useful in connection with inheritance. 3 

The notion of retraction and the retractability problem can be generalized to the case 

when R is a preorder in an obvious manner. As a flat system of inequalities can be 

naturally viewed as a preorder (modulo transitive closure, that is), we find the preorder 

formulation more convenient for our application. The obstacles for preorder retraction 

are the same as for poset retraction. 

1.3. Intractable posets 

An n-crown is a poset with 2n elements 0, 1,. . . ,2n - 1 ordered in such a way that 

2i<(2if 1) mod 2n. 

2 This problem is actually called Q-SAT in [12] but we choose to stick to the notation from [23]. 
3 The notion of a Helly poset is well known in order thoery. As we do not use it in this article, we shall 

omit its definition, which is quite technical and can be found e.g. in [15, 181. 
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Fig. 2. (a) 2-crown; (b) 3-crown. 

Pratt and Tiuryn [12] show that for n-crowns (na2), FLAT-SSI is NP-complete. 

Moreover, in [23] it is shown that for these posets SSI is PSPACE-hard. In Section 5 

we show how this result can be generalized, proving that with some restriction on 

reductions, for every poset for which FLAT-SSI is NP-complete, the general problem 

of SSI is PSPACE-complete (We deal only with the “hardness” part as Frey has 

recently proved that SSI is in PSPACE [9]). 

1.4. Shapes and weak satisjiability 

The set & of shapes is the set of terms without variables over the signature C = 

(O,+). 
We shall use the canonical map (.)* : YQ( V) --f Y*(V) 

(c)* = 0 for c E Q, (u)* = v for u E V (t + a)* = (t)* + (u)* 

and call (t)+ the shape of t if t is a term without variables. 

Note that the subtype order on FQ is stratified, i.e. only terms of the same shape 

are comparable. In the sequel we shall operate on strata of this ordering, defined as 

follows: 

Qo = Q, 

Q -{t+u:tEQ,,,uEQT}. 0-T - 

A system of inequalities Z = {zt<pt,...,r,<p, 1s said to be weakly satisjiable 

if & = {(~I)* = (pl)*,... ,(r )* = (p ) } . n II* t’ B ble in J is sais a ’ “*. 

Weak satisfiability is clearly a necessary condition for satisfiability. It is decidable 

in (and in fact complete for) polynomial time since it is an instance of the unification 

problem [5,23]. 

In the sequel, we shall deal only with weakly satisfiable sytems. In some places we 

shall assume (for the sake of proofs, not algorithms) that all inequalities of the system 

are annotated with proper shape and use the notation 

for an inequality in shape cr. 
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1.5. Complexity classes 

In naming complexity classes we generally follow the conventions of [ 1,2]. By 

DTM(s, t) we understand a class of problems decidable by an s-space bounded and 

t-time bounded deterministic Turing machine. Expressions NTM(s, t) and ATM(s, t) 

denote corresponding nondeterministic and alternating classes. 

Beside obvious complexity classes, we use the following abbreviations (ATIME and 

ASPACE denote alternating time and space respectively, cf. e.g. [2, 161): 

NLOGSPACE = NSPACE (log n), 

ALOGSPACE = ASPACE(log n), 

AP = u ATIME( 
C>O 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

The correspondence between alternating and deterministic complexity classes is es- 

tablished by the following: 

ASPACE(s(n)) = u DTIME(c”(“)), 
C>O 

ATIME(t(n)) & DSPACE(t2(n)); 

(4) 

(5) 

in particular, we have 

ALOGSPACE = P, 

AP = PSPACE. 

(6) 

(7) 

2. Transitive closure logic for subtype inequalities 

In this section we introduce a variant of first order logic with transitive closure 

operator. Syntactically, the main difference from the logic proposed in [17] is that since 

the models we work with are stratified according to shapes, in our logic variables are 

annotated with shapes. 

2.1. Syntax 

Let Q be a finite poset, X a set of variables and g,gi, 02 . . . be shapes. First we 

define the set of o-shaped terms over Q with variables from a set X, as the smallest 

set F;(X) satisfying the following conditions: 

l if x E X then x” E F;(X), 

l if q E Q then q E FQo(X), 
l if tl E FQ”‘(X) and t2 E FQu2(X) then tl -+ t2 E YQu’+‘2(X). 

Usually, we will assume that Q and X are fixed and use a shorthand t : CJ to mean 

that t is a term of shape 0. 
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The set of annotated TC-formulae over Q (or, short: ATC-formulae) is the least set 

ATCQ such that 

l Every atomic formula t <.u, where t, u : u, is in ATCQ. 

l If cp and $ are in ATCp, and every variable x free in cp and II/ has identical amto- 

tations in both formulae, then 

are in ATCQ. 

l If cp is in ATCQ, and every free occurrence of x is annotated by o then 

(3x”?) 

is in ATCp. 
l if cp is in ATCQ, c = ol,. . . ,on, then 

is in ATCQ, where x,y are n-vectors of individual variables, t,u are n-vectors of 

terms such that ti,ui : Oi. 

We shall say that a formula is jut if it contains only O-shaped terms and all its bound 

variables are annotated with 0. In such a case the annotations are of no consequence 

and we can safely omit them. 

A formula will be called balanced if every inequality in it is in the same shape. 

From now on, we shall deal only with balanced formulae. 

2.2. Free variables 

Given an ATC-formula cp (or a term t), the set of its free variables, FV((p) is defined 

as usual. It should be stressed that ,4 in the TC operator is also a binder, so that 

FV( TC(n x”,y”.cp)(t, u) = (FV((p) \ {x,y}) U FV(t) U FV(u). 

2.3. Lonely variables 

An occurrence of a variable shall be called lonely in cp, if it is free and not inside a 

term. Formally, given an ATC-formula cp (or a term t), we define the set of its lonely 

variables, LV((p) as follows: 

LV(x) = 1x1, 

LV(t + u) = 0, 

LV(t <u) = LV(t) u LV(u), 

LV((P A $) = LV((P) u LV($)> 

LV((P v $) = LV(cp) u LV(II/)P 

LV(&.cp) = LV((P) \ 1x1, 

LV(TC(1Y’,y”.cp)(t,u)=(LV(cp) \ {x,y}) ULV(t)ULV(u). 
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Fig. 3. A poset which is TC-feasible but not Helly. 

For example, in the formula (skipping the annotations for brevity) 

the variable t is lonely, while x, y,z are not (x is bound and y,z occur inside a term). 

Note that for balanced formulae, all free occurrences of a lonely variable are lonely. 

2.4. Semantics 

First we define a semantics for flat formulae. A Q-model is any poset R of which 

Q is a subposet. A valuation u assigns to each variable x an element u(x) E R. Now 
we can define when a flat formula is satisfied in R by a valuation v (R b cp[u]): 4 

l R t= (tl <otz)[u] iff u(tl )<Ro(t2); 

l R + (3x”.q)[u] iff R b (q[r/x])[u] for some Y E R; 
l R + TC(Ax,y.cp)(t, u)[u] iff there exists a positive integer k and vectors of elements 

of R t = rg,rl,... rk = u such that R k (cp[ri/x,ri+l/y])[u] for i = 0, l,...,k - 1. 

For closed formulae, we shall omit the valuation and write simply R k cp. 
Flat formulae can be used to express obstacles for retractibility. For example, any 

poset R extending the poset depicted in Fig. 3, retracts to it if and only if there is no 

path in R which connects 0 and 2 and whose all points are bounded above by 1 and 

3. This can be expressed in our logic as follows: 

R p TC(h>Y.((XdY v J’6X) AX< 1 Ax63 A y<1 A y<3))(0,2). 

Definition 2. Poset Q is called TC-feasible if there exists a flat TC-formula ‘pQ such 

that for every R extending Q, 

Such ‘pQ is called a complete obstacle for Q. 

Theorem 3. Every absolute retract (and hence every Helly poset) is TC-feasible. 

4 For brevity, obvious clauses for conjunction and disjunction have been omitted in this definition and in 

the definition of the semantics of general formulae overleaf. See [15] and [3] for a discussion of absolute 
retracts and Helly posets. 
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Proof. If Q is an absolute retract then a complete obstacle for it is a formula stating 

that some hole in Q is not separated, i.e. a disjunction over all holes 5 in Q of formulae 

stating that a particular hole is not separated. If 

is a 

if8 = {(u,,6~‘,6,‘) : t E T} 

hole in Q, the fact that it is not separated in Q can be expressed as follows: 

~x.~{~“(u~,x)<~” 1 t E T, E = fl} 

Distance judgements are also easy to express in our logic, e.g. we can rewrite 

d+‘(p,q)Gn, 

as 

31 . ..3x._1.p& AxlaX A...AX,_2<&_1 Ax,_1>q. 

From the above proof it follows that obstacles for absolute retracts can be expressed 

by existential formulae, i.e. without transitive closure operator. The poset depicted in 

Fig. 3 can also serve as an evidence that adding this operator really increases expressive 

power and that the class of TC-feasible posets is wider than Helly posets [ 171. 

Before we present the semantics of arbitrary ATC-formulae, let us recall that vari- 

ables are annotated with shapes which define how they should be valuated. 

Let R be a poset, v : X + 4. We say that v is compatible with cp if for every 

variable x free in cp, the shape of u(x) corresponds to the annotation of x in cp. In what 

follows we shall consider only compatible valuations. 

l %7 + (tl <&2)[o] iff u(tl)<R,V(tZ); 

0 J9 + (3x”.cp)[v] iff FR k (q[r/x])[v] for some r E R,; 

l FR k TC(W’,y”.cp)(t, u)[v] iff there exists a positive integer k and vectors of el- 

ements from 4 t = rO,rl,...rk = II such that r/ E R, for all relevant 

4 b (cp[rj/x,rj+l/y])[u] for j = 0, 1,. . . ,k - 1. 

Proposition 4. For Jlat cp we have 

%/=cp iff RI==. 

Proof. For atomic cp, by definition we have 

rR+t&,u ifftdRu iffR+t< 24. 

Other cases follow by easy induction, basing on the fact that if u : X + 4 

patible with a flat formula cp then V(X) E R for every x E FV((p). 0 

Definition 5. Let Q be a finite poset and Z a system of inequalities over Q. 

that q is a semantical consequence of C (C + cp) if for every valuation v 

solution of C, 9-~ + cp[v]. 

5 Since Q is finite, the set of holes is also finite. 

i,j and 

is com- 

We say 

being a 
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2.5. Projections 

First we define projections on shapes: 

OLi=O, (01 +a*)Li=ai, i= 1,2. 

Next we define projections on terms: 

cl i=c, x”Ji=xuli, i-1,2, 

(tr --+ t2) J i = ti, i = 1,2. 

Now we define projections of ATC-formulae: ( . ) 1 1, ( .) J 2 : ATCQ --+ ATCQ: 

(3x’.(p) l i = 
il~“*~.q 1 i if x E LV((p), 

W.cp 1 i otherwise, 

(TC(lx”,y”.cp)(t,u)) 1 i= TC(k/,y6’.(cp 1 i))(t 1 i,u 1 i), 

where 

0; = Oj 1 i if Xj E LV((p), 

Oi otherwise. 

For 7~ = prp2...p,, E {1,2}* we shall write cp 17~ for (...((cp J, pl) J, p2)...) 1 p,,. 

Lemma 6. If cp is balanced, LV((p) = 0 and v is compatible with 4p then 4 + cp[v] 
ifsa + (cp 1 i)[v 1 i] for i = 1,2. 

Proof. by induction on q. The case when cp E t <,u is trivial for o = 0 and follows 

from definition of subtype order and projections for complex shapes (since LV((p) = 0, 
we have t: tl + t2 and U: ut -+ 242 ). The case when q = W.cpr is again trivial 

if 0 = 0 and follows from the induction hypothesis if x # LV((pl). Otherwise, if 

(T = rrr -+ (~2 then 4 k cp[v] iff there exist rl E R,,, r2 E R,, such that 9~ + 

(cpl[rl -+ rz/x])[v]. Applying the induction hypothesis to the latter formula yields the 

thesis for this case. Conjunction and disjunction are obvious and TC can be handled 

similarly to 3. 
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2.6. Closures 

Let t 5-u denote the formula Z’C(J_$‘, y’.xdy)(t, u), The closure of a formula rp 

(denoted cp) is defined as follows: 

t<u=t~u 
- - - 
(PA*=(PA* 
cpv$=Tjv$ 

w.cp = w*cp 
TC(I x”,y”.q)(t, u) = TC(Jx=, y”.(F)(t, u) 

3. A proof system for ATC-formulae 

As observed in [ 171, to decide satisfiability of a flat system C of inequalities over a 

poset Q for which we know a complete obstacle ‘pQ, it is sufficient to check whether 

C satisfies an obstacle formula. This can be done in NLOGSPACE. Unfortunately, 

this result cannot be easily carried over to general systems, since there is no efficient 

(i.e. one that can be realized in polynomial time) method for checking satisfaction of a 

formula by a general system (as minimal solutions of such system can have exponential 

size). 

In this section we introduce an inference system for ATC-formulae and prove its 

soundness. For the reasons outlined above, it is not complete. In fact it is designed 

so that for a fixed formula, we can check in polynomial time, whether it is derivable 

from a given system of inequalities. On the other hand we show the system is strong 

enough to be useful in deciding SSI for TC-feasible posets. 

3.1. Inference rules 

Let C be a weakly satisfiable system of inequalities over Q and let (T be the most 

general unifier of &. We annotate every variable x occurring in Z with the shape 

b(x). Consider the inference system depicted in Fig. 4. 

Lemma 7. For every ATC-formula cp, if C t cp then C + cp. 

Proof. By induction on the derivation of cp, The cases when the last rule was axiom, 

alternative or conjunction are obvious. If the last rule used was (l), then the thesis 

follows directly from Lemma 6. 

Corollary 8. If cp is a complete obstacle for Q and C t cp then .Y is not satisjiable. 

Theorem 9. For any jixed, fiat ATC-formula <p, one can check in time polynomial 

in 111, whether C t- cp. 
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Fig. 4. An inference system for ATC-formulae. 

Proof. First, observe that, if we erase annotations, then the only formulae which may 

occur in a derivation of C E cp are subformulae of cp with free variables instantiated by 

subterms of terms occurring in Z. Hence, the number of such formulae is polynomial in 

ICI. On the other hand, the number of distinct shapes that may occur in such derivation 

is bounded by the size of C. Thus the number of formulae that may occur in the 

derivation is polynomial and we may check systematically for each of them (proceeding 

from bigger to smaller terms and from simpler to more complicated formulae), whether 

it is derivable from C. 

3.2. Simple formulae and restricted derivations 

An annotated formula is called simple, if it contains no occurrences of TC or dis- 

junction. Obviously no derivation of a simple formula can use rules for such constructs. 

Lemma 10. Zf C I- 3Psp, then there exist: a shape 6, a term t : 13, a formula @ and 
a path 7t E { 1,2}* such that 

Proof. This lemma is easily proved by induction on derivations. 
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Lemma 11. The following rules are admissible. 

c t 3x.cp[t/z] c t 3y. $[t/z] 

z t 3z.3Jdx.(cp A $) 

15 

Proof. This lemma can be proved by induction on derivations, using the previous 

lemma. 0 

As we shall see in the next section, there is a close correspondence between simple 

formulae and systems of inequalities, which we shall use in the later proof. However, 

to deal with all formulae of our logic we introduce the notion of a simpkjication set 
of a formula cp - a possibly infinite set of simple formulae such that cp is derivable if 

and only if some formula from its simplification set is derivable. 

Definition 12. The simplification set of formula cp is the set of simple formulae, de- 

fined as follows: 

[t<.]={t<u} 

[cpl v (P21= [ml u L(P21 

[cpl A (P21= ($1 A $2 : $1 E c4%1>1//2 E [v21) 

@VI = e-4 : II/ E [cpl) 

Lemma 13. For every formula cp and $ E [q], we have (i) IV($) C FV((p) and (ii) 

LV(ti) CLV((P). 

Proof. (i) follows by an easy induction over cp; (ii) follows from (i) and the fact that 

simplification does not change terms occuring in the formula (though some may be 

omitted, but it can only decrease LV). 

Lemma 14. For every ATC-formula cp, C t cp ifs there exists a simple formula $ 
belonging to the simplification set of cp such that Z t $. 
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Proof. This lemma is easily proved by structural induction over formulae, using 

Lemma 11. 

3.3. Canonical form of simple formulae 

By canonical form of a simple formula we mean its prenex form. A formula in 

this form may be treated as a system of inequalities. Namely, for the formula cp E 

3x.(ti 6 ui A. . .l\t, 6 u,,), the corresponding system of inequalities is d(cp) = {ti 6 ~1,. . . , 

68 Gun}. 
If r and A are systems of inequalities, we say that r k A if there is a formula cp 

such that r k cp and A = A(p). 

3.4. Flat systems 

Let Z be a flat system of inequalities over Q. We shall write Q U C as a shorthand 

for 

Cu{tduIQ+ttdu, t,u~Q}. 

Consider the set QZ = Q U var(Z), preordered by the relation 5 defined as follows: 

tdu iff QUZktiu. 

Lemma 15. C is satisjiable &f (Qz, 3) retracts to (Q, <). 

Proof. Let v be a solution of Z. We will show that v U id, is a retraction. The 

idempotence is obvious, so it only remains to prove monotonicity. 

If Q U Z k t 5 u then there exist t = ro, ~1,. . . , rk = u E var(C) U Q such that 

QUZFri<ri+l, i=O,l,..., k- 1, 

hence 

QUZ3ri<ri+i, i=O,l,..., k-l. 

Since v is a solution of C, we have 

U(rt)<QV(ri+l), i = O,l,..., k - 1; 

thus 

v(t) <p(u). 

It is easy to see that any retraction v : QZ 4 Q is a solution of Z. 

For a given, finite Q we shall construct a formula NGC(Q) such that C k NGC(Q) 

iff C is not ground consistent: 

NGC(Q) = V{c 5 d 1 Q p cdd}. 
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Lemma 16. Let cp be a complete obstacle for Q. Zf z t- NGC(Q) then z is not 
satisjable. Otherwise Qx retracts to Q ifs QZ p cp. 

Proof. From Lemma 7 it follows that if C t- NGC(Q) then every solution of C must 

satisfy NGC(Q); this is possible only if C has no solutions. If C y NGC(Q) then Qz 

is an extension of Q and QZ retracts to Q iff QZ p cp since cp is a complete obstacle 

for Q. 

Lemma 17. For every ATC-formula tj, 

Q.d==MQ’J~~li/ 

(where 4 denotes the closure of $ defined in section 2.6). 

Proof. Note that, by definition of ordering on Qz, for every t,u E QZ 

Qx+t<~~QuZkt~~. 

Now, the thesis follows by an easy induction on $. 

Lemma 18. Let cp be a complete obstacle for Q. For every flat system of inequalities 

.Y, it is satisfiable ty 

QucIjf@vNGC(Q). 

Proof. This lemma is a simple consequence of previous three lemmas. 

3.5. Single-shaped systems and formulae 

A system of inequalities is called a-shaped if all its variables and inequalities are 

of the shape cr. Similarly, a formula is called a-shaped if it is balanced and all its 

variables (free and bound) as well as all inequalities are annotated with cr. A system 

(formula) is called single-shaped if it is o-shaped for some 0. 

These notions will serve us as an intermediate level between flat and general systems 

of inequalities and will facilitate the proof of the main theorem. 

Definition 19. Let 0 = ~1 4 a2 and let .Z = {tl <ul , . . . , tn Gu,} be a a-shaped system 

of inequalities. For i = 1,2, we define 

IY.&i={(tl<ul)li,...,(tn<un)~i}. 

Lemma 20. Let q be a complete obstacle for Q and C be single-shaped. C is satis- 

fiable t$ 

Qu~Irc~vJ=c(Q). 

Proof. Before we derive into technicalities, let us explain ihe intuition behind this 

lemma. A a-shaped system of inequalities over Q may be viewed as a flat system over 
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QO, which is again a TC-feasible poset. Even though cp is not a complete obstacle 

for QO, one can easily construct a formula cp” which is such an obstacle, and having 

the property that C k q iff C 1 q’. But as this line of proof is technically more 

complicated and needs several technical lemmas similar to 11, we shall prove this 

lemma in a slightly different way. 

If C E cp then obviously C is not satisfiable (see Corollary 8). Thus it remains to 

prove that if C is not satisfiable then C k cp. Let C be o-shaped. We shall proceed by 

induction on cr. If C is flat then the thesis follows from the Lemma 18. On the other 

hand, if u = ~1 + 02, C is unsatisfiable iff either C JJ 1 or C JJ 2 is. 

Let us assume that Q v C J.J 2 (the other case is handled dually). By completeness 

of cp, we have that 1 J,l 2 k cp. We shall show that this implies C k cp. First we shall 

prove that for every formula @ derivable from C J,l 2 without using (L), there exists a 

formula IJ t 2 such that 

(1) ck*t2, 

(2) (ti r 2) L 2 = $9 
(3) LV(II/ r 2) = 0 iff LY($) = 0. 
l If $ E t <u then t <u E C -U_ 2, since the derivation does not contain (1). Hence 

there is t’ d u’ in C such that (t’ < u’)J 2 = t du. 

l If $ = %,$’ and C 4 2 t t,b’[t/x] then Z 1 ($‘[t/x]) 1 2. Let $” be such that 

~“Wl = (@[t/xl) T 2 

and let 

* r 2 = 
%“‘i”2.(II/“) if r = fs2, 
,,.*,I otherwise. 

The correctness of the above definition follows from the fact that, since Z 4 2 is 

q-shaped, x E L V(r+V) iff r = 02. 

l The TC case is handled very similarly (cf. the definition of projection in Section 2.5. 

l The cases of conjunction and disjunction are trivial. 

If the derivation of the obstacle q from C -U_ 2 does not contain (J), the thesis 

follows immediately. Otherwise, consider a subderivation ending with an application 

of the rule (1) 

and such that it contains no other application of this rule. We have 

(I) ctICIT2, 

(2) ($ T 2) 12 = t/9 

(3) LV(tcI) = 0, 
(4) LV($T2) = 0. 
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Hence 

Thus we have proved the desired thesis. 0 

Definition 21. A system J? is called a a-view of C if the following conditions hold: 

(I ) ,I? is a-shaped. 

(2) c k ,I? 

(3) For every a-shaped A, if Z k A then 2 t- A. 

Lemma 22. For every system C and shape a minimal in C there exists a a-view of 
c. 

Proof. Let a be a shape minimal in C, p be a shape of some inequality in C and rc 

be a path such that p j, rc = a. Further, let C, denote the set of p-shaped inequalities 

in C and I,!$ be the formula 

where the quantification is over all variables occurring in C, which have shape different 

from a. Obviously, the formula (I$ 1 ) n is a-shaped, and because of minimality of a 

it is derivable from C. 

Now it is easily seen that 

is a a-view of C: the condition (1) is obvious, (2) follows from the derivability of 

$$r J n, and (3) can be proved by an easy induction on derivations. 

3.6. General systems 

Theorem 23. Let q~ be the complete obstacle for Q. For every system of inequalities 
Z, C is satisjable $f it is weakly satis$able and 

Qu~Irc~vi=C(Q). 

Proof. The (+) implication is obvious. The opposite implication is proved by induc- 

tion on the number of equivalence classes of - defined on var(C) as follows: 

x - y iff C, /= x = y. 

Suppose first that the quotient set var(Z)/_ has only one element a. Then every 

inequality in C is either a-shaped, or of the form tl + t2 <ul -+ ~2, or p <q with 
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p,q E Q. Thus it is easy to construct (by decomposition of complex inequalities and 

removing inequalites between constants from Q) a system C’ which is o-shaped and 

equivalent (in the sense of satisfiability as well as derivability of flat formulae) to C. 

Satisfiability of C’ (and hence C) follows from Lemma 20. 

Now let us assume that W-(Z)/, has n + 1 elements and let y E W-(C) be such 

that for no z E W-(C) there is a term r with (z] > 1, z E var(r) and Zc, k z = y. If 

there is no such y, then one easily finds a term T such that jr] > 1, z E oar(r) and 

C, b z = z. This would contradict weak satisfiability of C. 

Let 

[VI = {z E NW - Y} = {Yl,. . ., Yk). 

Let 0 be the shape assigned to y by the most general unufier of &, and let 2 be 

a a-view of C. 

Again, the satisfiability of J? follows from the Lemma 20. Let ti : [y] + z be a 

solution of J? and let 

Cl = C(C) = {fi(z)<qp) : z<p E C}. 

In the above definition u^ acts as identity on variables other than those in [y]. Let 

-1 be the equivalence relation associated with Cl. One can prove that 

Ivar(C,yw, 1 = n. 

Zi is weakly satisfiable 

To complete the proof we need to prove that 

CI Y cp v NGC(Q). 

To do this we shall prove that for every flat A derivable from Z1, Q b A. On the 

other hand we have that 

For every flat A derivable from Zi there exists a o-shaped A’ derivable from C such 

that A is derivable from G(A’). Since 2 is a o-view of C, we also have 2 I- d’. Thus 

t?(f) k ;(A’). But since u^ is a solution of f, we have Q /= A’, which we wanted to 

prove. 

Corollary 24. For any TC-feasible Q and C - a system of inequalities over Q one 
can check in time polynomial in ICJ, whether Z is satisfiable. 

Proof. By Theorem 23 there is a flat ATC formula ‘pQ depending only on Q and such 

that Z is satisfiable iff 9 is not derivable from Q, which by Theorem 9 can be checked 

in polynomial time. 
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4. Subtyping and alternation 

The aim of this section is to establish further links between SSI and FLAT-SSI, 

providing some evidence in favor of the following conjecture: 

Conjecture 25. Given a poset Q such that Q-FLAT-SD is complete for NTM(s, t), 
Q-SSI is complete for ATM(s, t). 

In our opinion, the ‘nondeterminism vs. alternation’ concept constitutes a framework 

within which various complexity phenomena bound with subtyping can be explained. 

Sure enough, there is still a lot of open questions and gaps to be filled, but we present 

it with hope that it will encourage further research in this area. One example would be 

the apparent ‘gap’ in the poset hierarchy. So far we know no posets for which SSI is 

NP-complete or FLAT-SSI - P-complete. Within our framework, the explanation for 

this gap is provided by the fact that (unless P=NP or NP=PSPACE) NP is not an 

alternating complexity class and (unless P=NL or P=NP), P is not a nondeterministic 

complexity class. 

4.1. Motivating examples 

First let us look at several examples known so far that supporting the thesis that 

arrows in the systems of inequalities correspond on the complexity level exactly to the 

transition from nondeterministic classes to corresponding alternating classes. This is at 

the same time a resume of current knowledge about the complexity of SSI: 

(1) If Q is discrete, then 

l Q-FLAT-SSI is in NLOGSPACE;6 

l Q-SSI is equivalent to the unification, and hence AL-complete. 

(2) If Q is a disjoint union of lattices (but not discrete), then 

l Q-FLAT-SSI is NLOGSPACE-complete [4]; 

l Q-SSI is ALOGSPACE-complete [23]. 

(3) If Q is a non-discrete Helly poset, then 

l Q-FLAT-SSI is NLOGSPACE-complete [3,4]; 

l Q-SSI is ALOGSPACE-complete [3]. 

(4) If Q is a non-discrete TC-feasible pose& then 

l Q-FLAT-SSI is NLOGSPACE-complete [ 171; 

l Q-SSI is ALOGSPACE-complete (Corollary 24). 

(5) If Q is an n-crown (n > 1 ), then 

l Q-FLAT-SSI is NP-complete [17]; 

l Q-SSI is AP-complete [9,23]. 

6 The problem whether it is NLOGSPACE-had is equivalent to a known open problem in complexity, 

whether SYMLOGSPACE=NLOGSPACE. 
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4.2. Encoding alternation 

In this section we show that the result of [23] (AP-hardness of SSI for crowns) 

can be generalized stating that for all posets for which FLAT-SSI is NP-hard, SSI is 

AP-hard. To this end, we construct an encoding for QBF7 as an SSI, given encoding 

of SAT* as FLAT-SSI. 

We shall first recall the construction from [23] and explain its most important el- 

ements. Then we shall show how this idea can be generalized by abstracting out the 

essential conditions on the poset and state our main theorem in this section. Finally 

we go on with (admittedly intricate) details of the proof. 

Tiuryn’s encoding is based upon the encoding of SAT presented in [ 171, which for 

given boolean formula cp constructs a flat system of inequalities C+’ such that cp is 

satisfiable if and only if ,Y+’ is. Its parts important for the encoding of QBF are: the 

encoding of truth values and the mechanism that simulates negation. On the other hand 

parts responsible for conjunction and disjunction are irrelevant here. 

The crucial tool used in [ 171 was an extension of crown called double crown. For 

every propositional variable two copies of such double crown were used. The negation 

was simulated by “locking” together copies denoting true and false. What made such 

locking mechanism possible was an antimonotonic bijection of a crown onto itself. 

The observation that enabled Tiuryn to extend the encoding of SAT to an encoding of 

QBF was that the locking mechanism described above, when combined with the arrow 

operator (which is antimonotonic in its first and monotonic in its second argument) 

can be used to express quantifiers. 

Let us now summarize the elements that we shall use (albeit in a generalized form) 

in our encoding: 

l a system of inequalities with distinguished corresponding to truth values of proposi- 

tional variables occurring in the formula, 

l an antimonotonous bijection (used to simulate negation). 

Now let us formulate assumptions about encodings of instances of SAT as systems 

of inequalities. Intuitively, these assumptions express the requirement that whenever 

there exists a simulation of NTM, there exists one which is “regular” enough to be 

transformed to a simulation of an ATM. This intuition is formahzed in the following. 

Definition 26. Let cp = q(x) be a 3-CNF9 propositional formula with variables x = 

xi,. . ,x, (and no other) 

We say that a flat system of inequalities Z:, encodes cp if there exist variables 

~1,. _ ,z, and constants c such that for every ~1,. . . , p,, E (0, 1) 

+ @/xl * C,[c/z] is satisfiable 

7 That is the problem of checking satisfiability of Quantified Boolean Formulae. 

’ Satistiability of boolean formulae in conjunctive normal form. 
9 3-CNF means a conjunctive normal form with 3 disjuncts in each clause. 
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We say the encoding is symmetric, if there exists an antimonotonic bijection f : 
Q + Q that extends to an antimonotonic and idempotent lo bijection of (the poset 

corresponding to) C, onto itself and such that cj = f(cy) for i = 1,. . . ,n. 

Theorem 27. Let Q be a poset such that Q-FLAT&V is complete for NP under 

symmetric reductions. Then Q-SSI is complete for AP. 

Proof. Since [9] presents an AP-algorithm for deciding SSI for an arbitrary finite poset, 

we need to prove hardness only. Let 

VxJy,...Vx,3y, cp 

be an instance of QBF, cp contains no quantifiers and is in 3-CNF. 

Let C, be a symmetric encoding 

inequalities Ck such that 

$k holds M Ck is satisfiable, 

where 

of cp. We show how to construct a system of 

t+bk = &,3y, . . . ~k+l~yk+l~Xk~yk.. .b$l q. 

The construction of Ck is by induction on k, the number of quantifier alternations 

in +k. 

Let us recall that f is idempotent, i.e. f o f = id. 
In what follows we use a with sub- or super-scripts. These are new variables. We 

will also use new variables uy, where 0 <k <n, i, j E Q and u is a propositional 

variable of cp. The variable a;;’ is a version of z&, lifted to level k. The variable ai, 
which we use below, represents constant i lifted to level k. 

Let us first define sets dk, for 0 <k <n: 

For k < n, Ak+l is Ak plus Eqns. (8)-( 11) below, with i, j ranging over Q: 

For k + 1 < p <n and z,, E {xp, yp}, 

=iJ fW,f(i) 
p,k+l = =p,k 

--+ ZYk. (9) 

“The idempotence assumption is introduced just to simplify the presentation; it could be dropped since 

Q is finite and for every antimonotonic bijection g there exists an integer k such that gk is idempotent. 
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aid fW,f(i) 
p,k+l = ap,k (10) 

a;ll+l,k+l = k+l’ a’ (11) 

For every k >O, let 2,‘ be the system of inequalities obtained from 2 by replacing 

every variable [u]‘j of 2 by [u]?, and replacing the constant i E Q by a (new) variable 

a;. Hence, there are no COnStantS in fk. 

Finally, we set Ck+r = Ak+i U ik+l plus Eq. ( 12) with i, j ranging over Q and 

l<p<k+l: 

0 I 
Zp,k+l = a:,$. 

The thesis follows from the following lemmas: 

(12) 

Lemma 28. Let v, = {Xk+l, yk+l,. . ., x,, yn}. For all k2 0, and for every function 
80) 

5 : vk 4 {&I}, &+I u{zk = a> 1 v E Vk+l } is satisfiable ifSfor every i E (0, l}, 

zk”{zk=af) 1 v E vk } U {Zk+lp = a:} is satisjable. 

Roof. Take Ckfi. Let u be one of zi,. . . ,z,. The inequalities in fk+i compare Uk+l 

with some a:,,, hence by (8), the former has to be expanded introducing two new 

variables. We use a special naming convention for the new variables introduced by this 

expansion, so that it will be easier to follow the proof. Let us choose the substitution 

uk+l = f&i) + u:. (13) 

I 
First, we shall show that zk+i is equivalent to two copies of .&, one for #O’s and 

the other for u1 ‘s. Indeed, fk+i is equivalent to 

For k+ 1 < p<n, by (9) and (13) we get 

1 
Xp,k = Xp,k (14) 

and 

f@;,k) = f(Xp,k) (15) 

Since f is a bijection, it follows that the variables xj and xj are equated for k + 1 < 

p <n and we can assume that we are dealing just with one copy xp. A similar statement 

holds for yk+Z, . . . , y,,. 
By (12) (for p = k + l), (13), (11) and (8) we obtain 

f cx;+l,k )=f($) (16) 
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and 

rcc;, 
f2(4z+r,k) = f(Uk ). 

Bearing in mind that f is idempotent, we get 

(17) 

1 
I 

%+I 
xk,k+l = ak 

and 

0 Xk+t,k = &. 

Putting these two together we obtain for i = 0, 1, 

4+1 
$k+L = ak . 

By (12), (10) and (13) we can conclude that for I = O,l, 1 <p<k, 

(18) 

f(&) = fd) 
and by idempotence of f 

I I CP xph = ak . 

Thus, we have shown that zk+l is equivalent to (18) plus two copies of zk, one 

copy in which for every 1 < p < k, every +, and every yp has been replaced by xj and 

y,“, respectively; and the other in which xp and every yp has been replaced by (s)r 

and (y,)t . This completes the proof of the lemma. 0 

For OdkQn let 

(Pk =~x/&k...tln,3y, q 

Hence, free variables of (Pk are among vk = {%+I, &+I,. . .,x,, yn}. The following 

result shows correctness of the choice of &. 

Lemma 29. For every 0 <k <n and for every valuation 5 : vk --+ (0, l}, 5 satis>es 

(Pk ifs Ck U {Zj = a; cc(z’) 1 Zj E vk} is satisfiable. 

Proof. The proof is by induction on k. For k = 0, it is enough to observe that cpa is 

cp and the statement follows from the proof of NP-hardness of the flat case. 

Now, in order to complete the proof let us take any truth assignment 5 : vk+l + 
(0, l}, and for i,j E {O,l} let &J : v, + (0, 1) be an extension of 5 such that 

sij(xk+l) = i and &J(yk+r ) = j. Then we have 

< satisfies (Pk+l (19) 

iff 

v’i E (0, l}jj E {0,1)&j satisfies (Pk (20) 
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iff Vi E {0,1}3j E (0, 1) 

& u { ok = $ 1 0 E vk } 

4+1 
u {Xk+l,k = ak , yk+l& = $+I> 

is satisfiable 

iff Vi E (0, 1) 

I(ral 

& u { f& = a; 1 0 E yk } 

u {Xk+,k = aE’+’ } 
is satisfiable 

(21) 

(22) 

iff 

<CO) 
&+, u { t& = a;ic 1 u E vk+l} is satisfiable. (23) 

Equivalence of (20) and (21) follows from the induction assumption. Equivalence 

of (22) and (23) follows from Proposition 28. 0 
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